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Born of anger, resentment and corruption, the harpies of Pazuzu’s Fury lure the unsuspecting and weak‐willed to gory ends under tooth
and talon. Their devotion to Pazuzu ‐ the prince of winged demons ‐ grants them horrific powers yet fuels an appetite that can be
assuaged but never satisfied. Fear the rising of the blood moon, when the harpies take wing. Close your ears to their sweet song, for it
brings naught but death.
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Furious Harpy (fiendish harpy warrior 2)
Harpy Scout (fiendish harpy rogue 2)
Harpy Cantor (fiendish harpy bard 4)
Harpy Stalker (fiendish harpy ranger 2)
Harpy Tempest (fiendish harpy barbarian 3)
Harpy Slayer (fiendish harpy rogue 2/assassin 3)
Harpy Abbess (fiendish harpy sorcerer 6)
Harpy Sancristan (fiendish harpy barbarian 5)
Corrupting Aspect of Pazuzu (outsider)

They lair in squalor, dark and rank,
In caves diseased and towers dank,
Spawn of demon, once daughters of light,
A sisterhood without mercy has taken flight,
Now death comes swift on tainted wings,
For few can resist when a harpy sings,
Their teeth and claws will rend away,
And Pazuzu’s Fury will have their prey…
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